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ABSTRACT 
The research was conducted with the objective to determine the ﬂour oﬁice 
service quality at Renaissance Kata Bharu Hotel. The researcher has selected four 
variables as (he ﬂlctors that determine the quality of front oﬂt‘ce at Renaissance Kata 
Bharu Hotel which are courtesy, responsivenexs, skill and assurance, Among than four, 
the researcher also tried (a investigate the front aﬂice service quality ﬁom the view of 
customer's perspective‘ 0n the other hand the researcher tried to evaluate the 
relationships among these variables to the front aﬂice service quality of Renaissance 
Kata Bharu Hotel. For this pumase, a research survey by using a structural 
questionnaire was conducted to gather the inﬁzrmatian required which could provide the 
answer to the subject marten There were 100 questionnaires collected from the 
rexpandems who used front oﬂz‘ce service at Renaissance Kora Bharu Hotel. The 
researcher has used the SPSS (Stalistical Package for Social Science) package (version 
140) as an instrumen! to analyze the data 1712 method such as reliabilitx ﬁ'equency 
analysis and correlation analysis were chosen for analyzing the data and ﬁndings. For 
the conclusion on this study, the researcher has found that all the independent variables 
(courtesy, assurance, responsiveness and skill) have pasiﬁve relationships with from 
oﬂice service quality at Renaissance Kola Bharu Hotel. In terms of hypotheses testing, all 
four hypotheses rejected null hypotheses. Same recommendations have been made in [his 
study aﬁer all the dam and ﬁndings has been analyzed and interpreted The conclusion 
and recommendations suggested were done to the customer, government, ﬁaure 
researcher and also to the organization to enhance the service qualioz. 
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CHAPTER 1.0 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 CHAPTER DESCRIPTION 
The march is titled, “A study on the quality of from ofﬁce service at 
Renaissance Kola Blnru Howl”. This chapter will begin by discussing the 
backgrmmd of the study and also overview of the hotel; This is followed by the 
research problem and objective of march. Furﬂlcmmn, this chapter will also 
discuss about the scope of mo]: and signiﬁcance of this Web study, litmmme 
reviews and match methodology. 
1.2 BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY 
AtﬁrstglanceSi.,, "‘ 'and“ ‘appearto, " similar 
environments for hoteliers. All have relative political stability, impmssive economic 
growth and similar natuml motions. All have twently undertaken extensive 
tourism, - -u;~ a 1' v .11 'l I; 
self-ﬁnding in this axes, with the imposition of a 2% tourism promoﬁon surcharge 
on all hotel guest bills. 
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